### Recycled Rubber Grate

**Description:**

enviRONtread II®, 15/32", Reversible

**Notes:**
- Verify traffic direction
- All rail components are made of 6063-T6 aluminum alloy
- Double tread rails must run perpendicular to traffic direction
- Additional information can be found in the product specification and is considered part of this transmittal.
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**Sections:**

- **Section X-X**
  - Grate Length
  - Grate Width

- **Section Y-Y**
  - Grate Length
  - Grate Width

**Single Tread**

**Double Tread**

**Diagram Details:**

- BGV12C
- BGV12CC

**Dimensions:**

- 1 1/8" [28.6mm]
- 9/16" [14.1mm]
- 1/2" [11.9mm]